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Product Overview

TITAN provides a simple, open look Windows
interface that simplifies the programming of all the
Advisor MASTER options.

Up/download

A PC running TITAN can be connected to a
control panel either remotely via the built-in PSTN
dialer or locally via RS232. The RS232
connection is timed when using the on board
RS232 port or permanent when using the optional
ATS1801 Computer & Printer interface.
Used in either mode, Titan is capable of up and
downloading the entire database at once or
settings by settings.

TITAN can handle up to 32 COM ports
simultaneously with up to 16 ATS control panels
on each port (total 512 panels).
Each control panel is an independent security
system reporting to one TITAN.

Back-up facility

TITAN has a back-up and archiving facility for up
to 9999 independent systems on one PC.
Each system consists of up to 1024 panels
sharing the same user database.

Reports

A powerful report printing facility produces
detailed programming sheets for all system
information contained within the TITAN database.
This feature enables quick reference for trouble
shooting, expansion, programming and client
administration. 

It also features a range of flexible history reports,
which can be produced with any combination of
date/time ranges, keypads, users or other
parameters and the most complicated queries can
be achieved.

ATS smart card programming

TITAN, together with the optional card
programmer allows users to program cards
on-site.
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Caractéristiques techniques
Computer Requirements

Windows 2000 or XP
Pentium 166 or higher
32 MB of RAM
100 MB of free hard drive space
CD-ROM player and mouse

Max. number of PC with TITAN connected 1 (TITAN is a single user software)

Max. number of panels sim. in operation 4 x 16

Max. number of panels in database 9999 systems x 1024 panels/system

Max. number of printers Dependant on the number of ports & allocation of those ports

Communication ports on computer: Com 1, Com 2, Com 3, Com 4

Spec. cable with ATS1801 4 core shielded data cable RS232 (not twisted pair)

Spec. cable with on board RS232 port ATS1630 active RS232 cable

Maximum cabling distance on RS232 15 m

Port A of the interface (computer) Serial RS232, Tx, Rx, CTS, RTS, GND

Port B of the interface (printer) Serial RS232, Tx, CTS, GND

Remote diagnostics

All ATS control panels can run a
diagnostic session upon request of
TITAN that uploads the results.
The parameters checked by the
diagnostic facility are in line with the
EN50131 and include the
measurement of analogue values like
the input loops resistance and the
voltage and current supplied to all
RAS*  and DGP**  on the bus.

Graphical maps

Graphic alarm maps (floor plans or
pictures) can be configured to
provide detailed information about
any I/O point in the system. The
graphic map displays the I/O point in
case of activation and allows the
operator to perform manual overrides
directly from the map. TITAN
implements Point and Click operation
with pop up menus for ease of use.
All alarm events may be handled
from maps rather than the Alarm
window.
Multiple operators can use the same
TITAN, each having specific access
rights and restrictions.

Real time event log

A real-time event log shows all
events as they happen with a time
and date stamped description of the
event, this is then logged to the
history database. History can be
archived, reported and viewed as a
constantly visible window.

Photo ID

TITAN provides a completely
integrated video & image solution
that enables the production of photo
ID cards for users, contractors or
visitors. Pictures can be captured
from live video or imported in digital
format.
TITAN allows designing and printing
any kind of card layouts with or
without company and user details
taken from the database.
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